SERVICE BRIEF

BDR: Backup & Disaster Recovery
60% of companies that lose their data will shut down within 6 months of the
disaster. Don’t wait until a disaster to make sure your data is secure.
MTG IT Backup and Business Continuity
Is your data secure? Would it survive a disaster?
Can you afford to take a chance?
There are two types of hard drives: those that
failed and those that will fail. Your drives are
ticking time bombs
ready to destroy
the culmination of
your entire staff's
work over the years.
Only 6% of mid-size
companies that suffer
catastrophic data loss ever recover. Yes, you
read that correctly. Don’t be one of the 6%.

Think backup can wait another day?
Your company's data is one of its most valuable
assets.
In the event of a disaster, your company’s survival
depends on the ability to replicate your IT systems
and data. When your bottom line depends on
uptime, continuous data protection and
application availability are absolute essentials.
With MTG's Backup & Disaster Recovery, you
have peace of mind knowing all of your data is
secure. Protect not only your critical data, but also
your applications and all systems in your IT
environment.

This is Not just Backup…
This is Disaster Recovery
Worrying about recovering from a disaster is a thing
of the past with MTG
Wouldn't you rather recover from a data loss in
minutes, instead of hours or days? Often, business
owners are well aware of the fundamental
necessity of data backup. Data loss still amounts to
massive downtime as you wait for the backup to be
restored.
Our impermeable system not only backs up
your data every fifteen minutes, but also can
assume the role of a malfunctioning server,
while still performing incremental backups. You
network will remain running while your server is
being fixed. Think of it as a complete fail-safe for
your servers.
To certify that your data is protected in any
disaster, the BDR encrypts and archives your
data at our two off-site data centers (one on the
East Coast, one on the West Coast)
incrementally. Your files are always accessible
at a moment's notice, and can be easily
restored. Need help deploying an IT disaster
recovery and data backup plan? Contact MTG
today.

Benefits
· Freedom to focus on your business,
not your backup.

· Dramatically reduce time to restoration of files, e-mail databases and
servers.

· No more tape management.
· 24x7x365 Support
· Confidence that if a disaster occurred, you're covered.

Features
· Back up data as often as every 15
minutes

· Back up open documents without
interruption

· Restore deleted or corrupt files on
the fly - no waiting for tape

· Restore single missing emails or
entire inboxes with ease

· Completely virtualizes your server in
the case of a hardware malfunction,
putting you back in business

· Bare metal server restoration regardless of hardware changes, or
completely new server

· Data encrypted locally and archived
in off-campus data centers automatically, incrementally, forever!
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